
Madam's 4661 

 

  Chapter 4661 She wants to send a circle of friends to those people in Beijing 

 

  Eileen just smiled and didn't speak. 

 

  The car quickly drove to the destination tonight. 

 

  In front of a magnificent ancient building. 

 

  The driver in front listened to the chat between the two of them all the way, and focused on driving 

the whole time without looking sideways, maintaining the top family training to be respectful. 

 

   Get out of the car first and open the door for the two of them. 

 

   Then bent down and whispered to the two people in the car: "Miss Aina, Miss Haitong, we're here." 

 

  Haitong sat on the outside and got out of the car first. 

 

  When he saw the magnificent and extraordinary building in front of him, he couldn't help but let 

out a lot of exclamation, and exclaimed: "I didn't expect such a place to exist in F continent." 

 

  The driver waited carefully for Elena to get off the car, and then took advantage of turning around 

to glance at the girl who took out her mobile phone to take a photo. 

 

  A trace of disdain flashed in his eyes. 

 

  However, he soon returned to normal, staring intently at the tip of his leather shoes, waiting for 

Elena's order. 

 



  Eileen didn't keep him waiting, and said to him in the next second: "You go back first, and then drive 

to pick me up when the time comes." 

 

   "Okay." The driver didn't dare to delay at all, the attitude towards Elena and Haitong seemed to be 

the same, in fact, a knowledgeable person could tell the difference between the two at a glance. 

 

   After a while, the nanny car that brought them drove away. 

 

  Eileen looked at Hai Tong who was still taking pictures at the door, walked over and said, "Let's go in 

first." 

 

  Hai Tong raised her head and took a few more photos, especially the buildings, as well as the 

various global limited-edition luxury cars that kept driving outside. 

 

   Still wanting to take a picture: "Aina, shall we take a picture?" 

 

  Eileen looked at the camera she brought over, and avoided it without hesitation, allowing her to 

catch a shot, only the sleeves were photographed, and her brown eyes sank. Visibly unhappy: "You 

forgot, I don't like taking pictures!" 

 

  No matter how dull Hai Tong was, she could still see that she was angry, so she hurriedly put away 

the phone in her hand, and said with a smile, "Yes, I'm sorry." 

 

  She just had fun for a while and forgot about it. 

 

   At the same time, Hai Tong was a little suspicious.    She always knew that Aina didn't like to 

take pictures, but it was just a photo, and they came out to play together again, why was Aina so angry? 

 

   But this doubt only lasted for half a second, and the rhythm was disrupted by the inner panic, and 

she left it behind, and apologized to the woman in embarrassment. 

 

   "Aina, you... don't be angry, I will pay attention to it in the future." 



 

   "Well, go in first." 

 

   This time she went ahead. 

 

  Hai Tong was also embarrassed to say that she hadn't taken enough pictures, so she had to put 

away her phone and go to the dinner party with her first. 

 

  After they went in, Hai Tong understood what Elena meant when she said that the standard was 

very high tonight. 

 

  When she went in, she saw many world celebrities. 

 

  Faces that only appeared in magazines and financial news appeared here, and celebrities gathered 

here to chat and chat together. 

 

  Haitong also saw a few big names in fields related to her academics, who were also present at the 

scene. 

 

   She was so excited that she grabbed her friend's arm and held it tightly: "I saw Master Fandishi, and 

I really want to take a photo with him." 

 

  Eileen hated others touching her so much, she had put up with Haitong many times in the past few 

days. 

 

   Now she saw the hand on her arm again, and her smile faded by two points, leaving only the 

indifference in her eyes. 

 

   "You can go if you want." 

 

"real?" 



 

  Hai Tong looked back at her. 

 

   Didn't see the disgust in Elena's eyes, and thought that Elena was encouraging her, took a deep 

breath and said. 

 

   "Then I'll take a photo with the master." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4662 Oh, there is one more person now 

 

  Eileen watched her bouncing around to take pictures of the old men in suits and ties, then turned 

and walked to the other side, and went upstairs from an inconspicuous elevator. 

 

  Compared to the excitement below. 

 

  The second floor looked extremely quiet. 

 

  But from getting out of the elevator to passing through the corridor, Elena saw no less than a dozen 

checkpoints along the way, all of which were to prevent strangers from breaking in. 

 

  She walked out of a room with ease, pushed the door open and entered. 

 

  I saw a burly man sitting inside, with a sand table in front of him, playing sand chess with himself. 

 

  Eileen walked over, consciously sat opposite, picked up the blue flag, glanced at the situation on the 

scene, and inserted the small flag in her hand into a stronghold. 

 



  The burly man with beards all over his face raised his eyes and glanced at her. He was not angry, as 

if he knew her very well, and picked up the red flag. 

 

   began to fight with her. 

 

  Eileen has learned all kinds of chess skills on the island. Sand chess is just one of the chess games 

she knows. She was trained by a famous teacher since she was a child, so her chess skills are naturally 

not bad. 

 

  But the other party is not easy to get along with. 

 

   Obviously a good player in sand chess, the way of playing chess is not so particular, more like wild 

road, very murderous, but very impactful. 

 

  Eileen also spent a lot of thought before setting up a trap. After sacrificing most of her elite, she 

successfully lured the enemy into deep. 

 

   In the end, the game was superior and won slightly. 

 

   With the end of the game. 

 

  She picked up the wet towel next to her and wiped her hands, finally broke the silence in the room, 

and said to the man who was still studying the chess game just now. 

 

   "You still like sand chess so much." 

 

   "Long time no see, Cage." 

 

  The man named Cage is full of beards, and his facial features can be seen as belonging to State F. He 

is a bit older, 8-10 years older than David.    The whole body is full of masculinity, and the 

hormones are bursting. 

 



  He has a good relationship with Elena, and they have known each other before, so even though he 

is one of the bigwigs in Continent F, he doesn't put on airs in front of his friends. 

 

"haven't seen you for a long time." 

 

  Looked Elena up and down, and said, "Have you graduated from school?" 

 

  Eileen smiled sweetly, picked up the water glass on the table and took a sip of water: "Well, I still 

have a lot of shortcomings, and maybe I need to study other aspects." 

 

"Tsk." Cage stood up and unscrewed his own vodka, raised his head and took a big sip, then looked at 

the woman sitting on the sofa and said, "At your age, I will meet someone with your skills." Pass you 

one." 

 

   The voice just fell. 

 

  He swallowed the vodka, seemed to think of something, then squinted his eyes and said, "Oh, there 

is one more person now." 

 

  He looked at the woman on the sofa: "Do you know David?" 

 

  He knew that Elena was not an ordinary woman, and her background was much more mysterious 

than the people he met before, maybe it had something to do with the rumored island. 

 

  However, he has always made friends as he pleases, only to see if it suits his taste, and rarely cares 

about where the other party comes from or what their identity background is. 

 

He knew that Elena was not an ordinary woman, so he sat on the sofa, put his arms behind the sofa, 

opened his chest and said, "David is from Continent F just like me. But he is not a native of Continent F, 

he came from behind One of the guys that develops here. I've dealt with him a few times, and he's a 

nice guy, not a guy who comes here to make money." 

 



   See Elena look at him. 

 

   doesn't seem to understand what he means. 

 

   Or they don't understand why he mentioned David. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4663 Very smart to find Cage to get a plane ticket 

 

Cage took another sip of his drink, and then said: "I'm not telling you this to introduce you to each other. 

I want to tell you that there is always someone who really commands him behind David, and David 

obeys her. Before I have also been in contact with that person, and the other person is very mature in 

his actions, so I thought that the other person was about the same age as me, a few years older than 

David." 

 

He looked at Elena, a little surprised: "I didn't expect her to be a girl, about the same age as you, and 

two years younger than you. When David came to State F two years ago, she was still a high school 

student. I only studied in university in 2000! Tsk, it’s really incredible.” 

 

  He also helped Qiao Nian last time, sending a batch of weapons to Ji Lin in M State across the high 

seas, and only then did he know that there was really a diamond boss behind David. 

 

   And the diamond boss is really a young girl, it is really unbelievable. 

 

   "I always thought you were the most perverted person I've ever seen. I didn't expect that there are 

many monsters like you in the outside world." 

 

  Cage has always been from State F, and he speaks very directly, and doesn't know how to express in 

a roundabout way, and what to say. 

 



  He was amazed at Qiao Nian's age and ability that didn't match his age, so he directly called Qiao 

Nian a monster. 

 

  In his eyes, Elena is also considered a monster. 

 

  Because Elena is also young and capable. 

 

   "She might come here today." Cage looked at her with great interest and said, "Then you can get to 

know each other." 

 

  Eileen could hear Cage's admiration for Qiao Nian inside and out, and she was very smart not to 

refute the other party's face, but just changed the subject without any trace. 

 

"I brought my classmate here to play this time, and I have to send her home in two days, but we can't 

buy air tickets for these two days. The hotel said that the weather was 'bad' for these two days, and 

many flights were suspended. You See if you can buy me two plane tickets?" 

 

   "Do you still need a plane ticket?" Cage knew that Elena had an extraordinary family background, 

and her family was not short of money, so she wasn't someone who couldn't afford a private jet. 

 

  But since people don’t want to put this on the surface, he respects personal privacy, so he thought 

about it and said: "I will use my plane to take you." 

 

  Eileen squinted her eyes, she knew very well that Qiao Nian was very smart, since he came here for 

her, Cage flying a private jet at this time might not attract Qiao Nian's attention. 

 

  So she declined Cage's kindness: "You know, I brought my classmates..." 

 

  The implication. 

 

  She doesn't want to show off her wealth in front of her classmates. 

 



  Cage really likes Elena's character and ability, as well as her superb sand chess skills, and he can play 

happily with him every time. 

 

  However, he also doesn't like Elena's overly cautious and mysterious style. For example, at times 

like this, it will make people feel troublesome and a little pretentious. 

 

   After all, Cage is a man, and is more than one round older than her, so he only regards her 

unhappiness as a small problem common to young people. 

 

   He quickly put it behind him, and said without thinking too much: "I'll ask someone to send you two 

air tickets later. It's the day after tomorrow?" 

 

   "Yes." Elena smiled and said, "Thank you." 

 

   Cage waved his hand, not paying attention. 

 

   "You have to donate a lot of money to the schools here every year when you come to Continent F 

to host this charity dinner. It's just a trivial matter. I'll help you." 

 

  Eileen came up to him for this purpose, and now that she has achieved her goal, she has relaxed. 

 

"Thank you anyway." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4664 Sure enough, I sent it to Moments 

 

  Cage doesn’t like to be too polite with others, he waved his hand in a lack of interest, pointed at the 

sand table and asked her: “Would you like to have another game?” 

 



  Eileen ignored Haitong who was still outside alone, and chose the blue side again, raised her eyes, 

and said to the middle-aged man opposite: "You go first." 

 

   The red chess piece that Cage took was supposed to go first, so he unceremoniously selected the 

chess piece and made the first move. 

 

  Eileen then followed his pieces to play. 

 

  The two started a new round. 

 

  * 

 

under. 

 

  Haitong took a group photo with several famous celebrities whom he knew well. 

 

  Everyone is very cooperative. 

 

   Accompany her to take a group photo. 

 

   Waiting for her to walk away before discussing behind her back. 

 

   "Do you know the person who took a photo with you just now?" 

 

"do not know." 

 

   "How did she get in here?" 

 

   "Who knows. It's the first time I've met someone who wants to take a group photo on this 

occasion, but since she can come in, I can't refuse." 



 

  … 

 

  Haitong didn't know what other people said about her afterwards, so she searched around the 

venue, but couldn't find Elena. 

 

  She pretended that the other party went to the bathroom, found a place to sit, asked the waiter to 

bring a glass of cocktail, and sat there to edit the photos on her mobile phone. 

 

  She specially selected a dozen photos that best reflect the grade from dozens of photos, and after 

careful coloring and layout, she sent them to Moments. 

 

   In order to avoid being discovered by her family, she lied. 

 

  She also specifically blocked her family so that only other people could see it. 

 

  Haitong felt much more at ease after finishing all this. 

 

  I clicked on the circle of friends I posted again, admiring my good state in it, the corners of my 

mouth couldn't help but twitch. 

 

  Her grandma and parents all said that the oriental culture is good, and the things of the ancestors 

are good, and they look down on overseas, and they are all focused on letting her get into the circle of 

Beijing. 

 

  Facts have proved that even if she doesn't enter the Ninth Institute, she won't be too bad.    

All the celebrities she came into contact with with Aina were world-class celebrities and masters. Is it 

comparable to a nine? 

 

   I really don't know what those people in Beijing are talking about. 

 

  … 



 

at the same time. 

 

  Qin Si was playing Pai Gow with Zhang Yang and a group of people outside, and just in time, he 

picked up his phone and checked Moments. 

 

   At first, he didn't realize that it was Haitong's Moments, and he was still wondering which idiot still 

posted Jiugongge and puzzles in what year. 

 

   Wait a minute to open it and see Haitong's face. 

 

  He suddenly remembered that he asked Zhang Yang to kick him out of the group, but Haitong had 

not been deleted from his own WeChat. 

 

  That's why he was able to get to Moments. 

 

  Qin Si just glanced casually, with a cigarette in his mouth, he wasn't very interested at first, but soon 

he noticed that Hai Tong's back looked a little familiar, unlike in China. 

 

In addition, Ye Lan came to him the day before yesterday, and told him to help him pay attention to 

Haitong. He took a sharp puff on his cigarette, crushed the **** of the cigarette into the ashtray, got up 

and asked the person next to him to take it for him. location, picked up the phone and walked outside. 

 

  Qin Si walked to the corridor and called Ye Lan. 

 

  Ye Lan may be busy. 

 

   Didn't answer at the first time. 

 

  He hit another pass. 

 



  Ye Lan picked it up. 

 

  Qin Si didn't talk nonsense, and went straight to the point: "Aunt Ye, didn't you ask me to help you 

find that Haitong? She's in Continent F, and I saw her posting on Moments." 

 

  Ye Lan was a little surprised: "Continent F?" 

 

  Qin Si didn't talk nonsense: "I'll send you a screenshot of her circle of friends." 

 

  Qin Si took a screenshot, sent it to Ye Lan, and was still talking to Ye Lan at the same time. 

 

   "That place is Continent F. I've been there with Master Wang before, so I can't be mistaken." 

 

   ps: Sister Nian will be here soon! 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4665 Tell the Hai family who is looking for someone 

 

  Ye Lan was silent for a while before speaking: "Okay, I understand." 

 

  … 

 

  Ye Lan on the other end hung up the phone, walked out of the meeting room, asked the secretary 

to make her coffee, and walked to the president's office by herself. 

 

  While holding the mobile phone, he dug out the number from the address book that he hadn't 

contacted for a long time, and the sharp body brushed his short and sharp hair. 

 



  Before the call was connected, Ye Lan raised the corner of her mouth with a smile: "Aunt Nian, it's 

me, I'm Ye Lan." 

 

  The person answering the phone over there is Haitong's grandma. 

 

   "Ah, Xiaolan." 

 

  The old man is like a bright mirror in his heart, knowing that he is just a little older, and his deceased 

husband had a good relationship with Ye Maoshan before, and he had a little friendship. 

 

  But in terms of the social status of the two families, Ye Lan's auntie gave her enough face. 

 

She laid out her position more clearly than Haitong, and before Ye Lan could speak, she immediately 

said, "Are you done with your work? How are you doing recently? I heard that your group signed a 

foreign contract not long ago, and you are running back and forth It’s hard work, right? Come to Auntie’s 

house another day, and Auntie will cook pork ribs soup for you.” 

 

   "Thank you, Auntie." 

 

  Ye Lan made a quick effort to get to the point. 

 

   "Auntie, I called you to tell you that I found Haitong." 

 

  Grandma Haitong really cared about her granddaughter, her voice became tense: "Where is she?" 

 

   "Continent F." Ye Lan didn't hide anything from her: "A friend of my nephew saw her post on 

Moments. The background was in a hotel in Continent F. He had been there before, so he just 

recognized it." 

 

   "Continent F?!" Grandma Haitong was shocked, she lost her voice, and said in disbelief: "What she 

told us was just going out with friends for two days..." 

 



  Ye Lan was noncommittal: "I don't know about this." 

 

Grandma Haitong came back to her senses, heard the indifference in Ye Lan's words, tried her best to 

clear up her emotions, and said apologetically and tentatively: "Xiaolan, Haitong has caused you trouble 

recently. She... is She is immature, spoiled by me and her parents. That matter at the Nine Institutes..." 

 

   She just said this. 

 

  Ye Lan seemed to know what she was going to say next, and interrupted in a soft but forceful tone: 

"Aunt Nian, I have an urgent meeting here, how about calling you later?" 

 

Ye Lan went on to say: "I asked her for her own opinion on the matter of the Ninth Institute, and she 

meant that she didn't like the restrictive environment. You also know that the Nineth Institute is a 

serious place, and it's normal for children not to like it. My dad and I both respect the opinions of the 

children. After all, twisted melons are not sweet..." 

 

  Nine people are at the domestic level, so why is it necessary to force a young researcher who has 

studied abroad and has no actual performance? 

 

to be honest. 

 

  Nine institutes were willing to ask for Haitong. 

 

   It's still for the sake of future generations of meritorious service. 

 

   Otherwise, with Haitong's qualifications, the Nine Institutes would not give her a chance. 

 

  As a result, Haitong herself thought that Jiusuo was crying and begging to have her as a sea turtle, 

and she reluctantly gave up going abroad and came back for the sake of the elders in her family. 

 

  Ye Lan felt that there was no need to force it. 

 



   “She likes freedom and we respect her opinion.” 

 

   "..." Grandma Haitong still didn't understand something, she immediately smiled wryly, her smile 

was so bitter that it was uglier than crying: "You are right. Hey, this child!" 

 

  Ye Lan raised her hand and glanced at her watch. Out of the corner of her eye, she saw that the 

secretary had brought the coffee into the office, so she said to her, "Aunt Nian, I have five minutes left 

for the meeting. I'll see you another day." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4666 Definitely went with her classmates 

 

   "Okay, okay." 

 

  Grandma Haitong was embarrassed to hang on to the phone, so she had to thank her again and 

hang up. 

 

  As soon as she hung up the phone, she asked someone to bring Father Hai back. 

 

  Father Hai works as an executive in a venture capital company. He is usually very busy and rarely at 

home, but he respects his old mother very much. 

 

   When he got the news, he hurried home. 

 

   When he came back, he saw his mother sitting on the big sofa in the living room, and his wife just 

took out the peeled fruit from the kitchen. 

 

  Father Hai loosened his tie and walked in, and just called out: "Mom." 

 



  Grandma Haitong let go of her frown, raised her eyes, and looked at him urgently with cloudy but 

wise eyes: "I found your daughter." 

 

  Father Hai and Mother Hai looked at the old lady at the same time. 

 

  Grandma Haitong couldn't get out of her heavy heart, and said to the two of them, "She's gone to 

Continent F!" 

 

   "How come?" Haimu covered her mouth in surprise. 

 

  Father Hai was also confused. 

 

  I didn't believe that Haitong would go to such a far place to play, and I didn't tell my family before I 

went. 

 

  Grandma Haitong breathed out a foul breath, her chest was heavy, her brows were loosened, and 

she frowned again, and said with a vicissitudes of life: "She must have gone with her classmate! That 

classmate of hers..." 

 

  Grandma Haitong paused for a moment, her brows loosened and then furrowed at this point, with 

an expression that was difficult to comment on: "I had a good impression of her classmate before, but 

now it seems that I was mistaken." 

 

  Father Hai and Mother Hai didn't know what to say. 

 

  When Haitong came back to introduce that Aina to them, she mentioned how many honors she had 

received and how she was recognized by famous foreign teachers. 

 

  They also made friends with heart. 

 

  Who knew that the more children play with this classmate, the more rebellious they become. 

 



  Grandma Haitong spoke at this time. 

 

   "Hurry up and call her and ask her to come back. If she still doesn't want to go home..." 

 

  Mother Hai's eyelids twitched, remembering that the old lady had a nephew, who also gave birth to 

a son, and that grandnephew was excellent in all aspects.    She only gave birth to a daughter. 

 

  Once the old lady is disappointed with Haitong, she will definitely hand over her resources to 

others. 

 

  The old lady is not young anymore, and she doesn't have a few years to live, but the old lady is alive, 

they can still have some face in Beijing. 

 

  If the old lady refuses to pave the way for Haitong before she leaves, it will be difficult for Haitong in 

the future. 

 

  So Haimu hurriedly said before the old man spoke, "Mom, I will definitely tell her to go home!" 

 

  Grandma Haitong raised her eyelids and glanced at her shallowly, but didn't say anything else, she 

got up and said to the couple: "I'm tired, go upstairs to rest for a while." 

 

  * 

 

  Father Hai and Mother Hai were as anxious as ants on a hot pot, trying to find a way to contact 

someone. 

 

the other side. 

 

  F continent. 

 



   Haitong, who didn't know about all this, saw Father Hai's call, and his first reaction was to be in a 

hurry and dare not answer it. 

 

  But Father Hai obviously forced her to answer the phone. 

 

  The light on the phone screen just went out. 

 

  It lights up again in the next second. 

 

   It’s still Haifu’s caller ID. 

 

   Now Hai Tong was so bold that he didn't want to answer the phone, but he still had to bite the 

bullet and walk out to the corridor outside with his phone, trying to find a quieter place to fool around. 

 

   She searched for a long time before finding a corridor with relatively few people, and quickly picked 

it up: "Dad." 

 

   She just finished speaking. 

 

  Heard Father Hai asked sternly: "Where are you?" 

 

  Haitong felt guilty for no reason, raised his eyes to look at the surrounding environment, and 

opened his mouth to lie: "My classmates and I are shopping in Hong Kong City, what's wrong?" 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4667 Let those people see, she is right 

 

   "Say it again, where are you?" Father Hai warned. 

 



  Haitong's head buzzed, knowing that she must have been exposed, guilty and flustered, she 

regained her composure and became rebellious. 

 

   "I am playing with my classmates in Continent F." 

 

"you…" 

 

Hai Tong didn't give him a chance to speak, her round deer eyes were flushed, and she complained first 

with a choked voice: "Don't you all think that I am not good, I am not as good as that vain woman, blame 

me for not offending her, and say If I offend her, I won't be able to hang out in the Beijing circle?" 

 

"I do not care!" 

 

She wiped away her tears and said bitterly: "The dinner that Aina brought me to is no worse than the 

ones in China. They are all celebrities and masters that I have never had contact with before. Compared 

with those domestic hypocrites who care about the younger generation The master is much better! 

Even if I don't rely on my grandma's relationship or Grandpa Ye, I can live a good life myself. It is 

impossible for me to please her and bow to her... She is nothing, and I can only rely on my brother The 

background of the fox pretends to be powerful, and it is nothing when it is abroad!" 

 

  Have Tong still wanted to say that Qiao Nian is qualified to come to this kind of occasion? 

 

  Qiao Nian was just relying on Grandpa Ye and the Ye family behind her, relying on her pretty face 

and young body, and walked sideways in Beijing. 

 

  It has nothing to do with her that those people in Beijing are willing to support Qiao Nian and make 

offerings to her. 

 

  What she has learned the most during her years abroad is independence, self-esteem and self-love. 

 

  She will not bow her head to a silk-enchanted flower who can only be respected by clinging to a 

man. 

 



  She wants to live a better life and stand taller. 

 

   Let those people in Beijing see that she is right! 

 

  Mr. Nie, Li De, and Aunt Lan are all wrong! 

 

   "The people and circles I'm in contact with now, even if she has the background of the Ye family, 

she doesn't have the qualifications to reach them. Foreign countries don't follow the domestic style." 

Haitong lowered her voice. 

 

  She gradually stopped crying, and her red eyes were replaced by unwillingness and ambition and 

became tough. 

 

   She looked around. 

 

   Just standing in the corridor, you can see the people coming in and out at the entrance. 

 

  Haitong saw several financial tycoons, one of whom was a hot topic in the current news and a 

leader in the field of unmanned driving. 

 

   This is what she learned by herself. 

 

  As soon as Hai Tong saw the other party, his eyes lit up, and his passionate emotions prevailed to 

replace the resignation and unhappiness accumulated in his chest before. 

 

  She didn't give Father Hai a chance to speak, so she said impatiently: "I saw the boss of Company T, 

so I won't tell you for now." 

 

   "I'll go get to know each other first." 

 



   "Don't worry, even if I don't get into any Nine Institutes, as long as I can get into T Company, I won't 

embarrass you in front of your relatives and friends." 

 

  The hottest and most powerful company in the field of unmanned driving in the world is founded by 

the man she saw at the door. 

 

  The other party came out of the field of driverless driving in his early thirties, defeated many 

capitals, and successfully developed driverless cars that swept the world. 

 

   It can be said that this person is far beyond the capital category in the minds of students who study 

this field, and is more like an industry benchmark. 

 

   is the same character as the leader and the target. 

 

   It just so happens that Hai Tong was born in the same university as him! 

 

  The same professor as me. 

 

   This was also the reason why she was unwilling to enter the Ninth Institute. 

 

   In her eyes, Nine Places is an old and outdated poor laboratory, and how can it be compared to T 

Company, which represents the most cutting-edge technology and the most powerful talents. 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4668 Face slap 

 

  She felt that she had a chance to fight her way out. 

 



  Hai Tong walked over full of joy. On the one hand, he was happy that the big man he regarded as a 

benchmark also came to today's dinner, and on the other hand, he was excited that he would get to 

know the other party soon, and talk to him and introduce himself. 

 

   But her footsteps soon came to an abrupt stop. 

 

  Because she saw a familiar figure appearing in front of her. 

 

  The girl's face was cold, her hands were in her pockets, and the hood covered most of her face. She 

passed through the crowd and went straight to the bathroom. 

 

   Hai Tong immediately rubbed her eyes, suspecting that she was wrong. 

 

  Why is Qiao Nian here? 

 

  She blinked again, but the person was gone. 

 

  Haitong looked around for a while, and when he didn't see the figure again, he was relieved, 'sure' 

that he was wrong. 

 

  She said how could Qiao Nian come here. 

 

  Haitong quickly put aside what he had seen wrongly, took a glass of cocktail from the passing 

waiter, and walked towards the big man he was thinking of full of ambition. 

 

   The man who was blocked at the door was about forty years old. He was not good-looking in terms 

of appearance, and he was sloppy like a man in science and engineering. 

 

  Even if he was wearing a neat suit, it couldn't stop the unrefined feeling brought by his unkempt 

hair and beard. 

 



  As a rising technology upstart in the world. 

 

  Many people surrounded him. 

 

  Most of them were similar to Hai Tong, they just wanted to show their face and impress the other 

party, and some of them came to say hello after they had socialized with this big guy in business 

occasions. 

 

  Haitong plucked up the courage to walk over, but was squeezed outside by several people, unable 

to squeeze in. 

 

  She tried to find an opportunity to squeeze in several times, but failed to find a good one. 

 

  Seeing that the other party had a few chats with a blond and blue-eyed capable woman and was 

about to leave, Haitong became a little anxious. 

 

   Called the opponent's name.     "Mr. Offit!" 

 

  Her voice is not small. 

 

  Everyone looked at her in surprise. 

 

   Haitong is extremely impolite in this kind of high-level social occasion, no matter at home or 

abroad. 

 

  But she didn't realize how impolite she was, holding a cocktail glass, she was about to squeeze 

towards the other party: "Oh..." 

 

   "President, do you know her?" The assistant approached quietly and asked in a low voice. 

 



  The man surrounded by the crowd looked at Haitong who was pushing towards him, frowned, and 

said extremely indifferently. 

 

"do not know." 

 

  The assistant waited for Offit's affirmative answer, and then said to the man: "Then you go in, 

President, and I will take care of it here." 

 

   "Yeah." Offit put the half-drunk wine glass on the table next to him, straightened his wrist cuff 

buttons, and walked inside. 

 

  Seeing that he left without waiting for her, Hai Tong shouted again: "Mr. Offit, please wait." 

 

  Just as she was about to catch up, she was stopped by an assistant who appeared out of nowhere. 

 

  She froze for a moment, before opening her mouth. 

 

  The assistant reminded her politely with a bit of displeasure: "Miss, Mr. Offiter doesn't know you, 

this is a private trip, please don't disturb him." 

 

  It was only then that Haitong realized that it wasn't that the other party didn't hear her shout, but 

that he didn't want to talk to her at all, and regarded her as a harasser. 

 

  Her fair and tender round face suddenly turned into a liver color, and then looked around, only to 

feel that everyone's eyes were on her. 

 

   Obviously everyone didn't say anything, but she seemed to hear laughter. 

 

  Let Haitong feel ashamed at this moment! 

 

   



 

  Chapter 4669 Sister Nian drinks tea, not coffee 

 

  Qiao Nian didn't know that she was bumped into as soon as she entered. 

 

  She entered the VIP box under the leadership of the staff. 

 

  The box is facing the auction booth, separated by elegant partitions. According to visual inspection, 

there are seven or eight boxes like this. The area is not large, and it mainly serves as a private space. 

 

  The inside is the same as watching an auction outside. There is a place to sit, and there is a small tea 

table for afternoon tea, with a variety of melon and fruit snacks on it. 

 

  Qiao Nian walked over and sat down, and said to the staff, "Make me a cup of tea." 

 

  The staff member who led her in quickly raised her head, took a sneak peek, then quickly lowered 

her head to look at her toes, and said respectfully, "Yes, sun." 

 

  Qiao Nian rested his elbows on the back of the chair and looked around the auction house. 

 

  The staff in charge of receiving her took the tray and walked out lightly. 

 

  Wait for him to go out. 

 

   He dared to exhale a long breath, patted his chest, and finally dared to show a surprised and 

incredible expression. 

 

  Their relationship with the weapon tycoon David is neither good nor bad, and the sites of the two 

families are far away. 

 



   They followed Cage, and heard rumors that there was a diamond boss behind David... 

 

   If you say you haven’t heard that the diamond tycoon that has been rumored recently is Sun from 

the Hongmeng, that would be an absolute lie! But he has heard the legend, and he has heard that Sun 

herself is very young, and she is still a woman... nothing compares to the shock of me standing in front 

of him instantly. 

 

  The other party is too young! 

 

   An extremely young face, definitely not more than 20 years old. 

 

  But it is such an oriental face with black eyes and black hair, she is still a woman, and she is actually 

the big boss Sun who made F continent and the illegal area frightened. 

 

  The shocking feeling to people is far more than when he usually gossips with his brothers in private. 

 

   From his point of view. 

 

  It is difficult for a woman to gain a foothold in Continent F. How could she become a diamond boss? 

 

   But when he stayed in the box, he could feel the sense of urgency pressing down on his shoulders 

and backs, forcing him to straighten his waist and lower his head. 

 

   The same sense of oppression. 

 

  He only had the experience of not daring to raise his head when facing Cage... 

 

  The staff sorted out their complicated emotions, and hurried to prepare tea for Qiao Nian.    

The big shots who come here to participate in the auction are basically Westerners, and they all want 

coffee, cocoa and other drinks. 

 



   Only Qiao Nian called for tea. 

 

   Fortunately, they have prepared some everything, so it is not impossible to find a can of good tea. 

 

  He hurried to make arrangements, and he must satisfy the boss. 

 

  * 

 

at the same time. 

 

  In the box. 

 

  Qiao Nian was bored and flipped through the exhibition brochure at hand, only interested in Shang 

Shuangyang Zun on it. 

 

  She turned two pages and put it down. 

 

  Finding the phone again, she slid her finger to WeChat. 

 

   glanced. 

 

  The dark eyes reflected the head portrait on the top. 

 

  Even Qin Si, who was still in Beijing, sent her two messages. 

 

  Ye Wangchuan's profile picture is quiet. 

 

  Qiao Nian put the mobile phone upside down on the table, frowned, and felt a sense of irritability in 

his heart. 



 

   Just at this time, the staff brought tea in. 

 

   "What time does your auction start?" Qiao Nian put her hand on the coffee table, tapped a few 

sides with her slender fingertips, half-closed her eyes while speaking without looking at him. 

 

  The staff was stunned for a moment, realizing that the boss was talking to him, gently put down the 

teacup, took two steps back, and respectfully said: "There are still 10 minutes." 

 

   Ten minutes is not long. 

 

  Qiao said 'um': "You go out." 

 

   

 

  Chapter 4670 Money will not be used to buy these things 

 

  The staff didn't dare to delay, so they went out gently, and helped her close the door of the box, so 

as not to disturb her if people who don't have eyesight go wrong. 

 

  Ordinary guests are sitting in the auction area. 

 

   There are rows of chairs set up over there for them to sit. 

 

  There is also an auction board on the chair, with the number of each seat written on it, and those 

who sit there only need to raise the number board in their hands to participate in the auction. 

 

  According to the rules of the auction process, only after the auction is successful, their organizers 

will go over to check the identity of the other party and collect money by the way. 

 



   But there are exceptions to everything. 

 

  For example, these big people in the box are not counted in it. 

 

  The number plates of these people represent their respective identities, and there is no need to 

check them. The people present basically know their origins. 

 

  For example, the number plate Qiao Nian is playing with is David's, number 3. 

 

   is also the number Cage gave David. 

 

  The auction card is made of peach wood, the surface is polished very smooth, and it feels good to 

the touch. Qiao Nian played with it for a while, but thought it was boring, so he threw it aside. He tried 

to find a lighter in his pocket, and found a piece of candy. 

 

  She took out the candy, held the colorful candy between her two fingers, squinted her eyes for a 

while, and finally opened the candy wrapper bag, and threw it into her mouth with a blank expression. 

 

  'Crackling' chewed. 

 

  The unique sweet and sour taste of orange candy permeates the lips and teeth. 

 

  Qiao Nian's depressed mood seemed to be softened by the orange candy. With her long legs 

propped up, she refocused on the auction house. 

 

  … 

 

the other side. 

 

   Haitong fled to the bathroom and hid for a while before slowly returning to her seat. Fortunately, 

when she came back, Elena, who hadn't been seen before, appeared at some time, and she was sitting 



there with a glass of golden champagne in her hand, looking at the auction room casually, wondering 

What are you thinking. 

 

   "Aina!" 

 

  Haitong didn't care what she was thinking, she just felt like a drowning person grabbed the only 

driftwood and ran over quickly. 

 

   "Where have you been?" she asked. 

 

Elena looked away when she saw her, gave her some attention, sat sideways facing her, did not answer 

her question directly, but said: "I see you are not here, I guess you are going to the bathroom, so I asked 

someone to leave it for you." A glass of champagne. Here." 

 

  She pushed the champagne to Hai Tong, and changed the subject invisibly: "The auction is about to 

start, have you seen the exhibition brochure, are you interested?" 

 

   Hai Tong was really distracted by her, sat down next to her, took the champagne she pushed over, 

flattered and said first: "Thank you." 

 

Then she took a sip, and then she realized what Elena asked, and said nonchalantly, "I don't have any 

money, even if I had spare money, I wouldn't use it to buy these things! What can I use these things for? 

They are all old antiques, time is moving forward, and old things should be eliminated when they should 

be eliminated." 

 

  Eileen responded with a smile, pretending not to hear the grievances in her words. 

 

   Shang Shuangyang Zun is one of her collections on the island. 

 

   There are still many such things in her private vault, these are just small gifts she took out to build a 

good relationship with Cage. 

 



   It's just that she didn't expect that even a Beijinger like Haitong would not be interested in this 

collection. 

 

  Eileen turned her head, looked at the auctioneer who was already on stage, and said to Haitong: "It 

will start soon." 

 

  Haitong took another big sip of champagne before he could barely suppress his emotions, even 

though the surrounding lights began to dim. 

 

  But she still felt that someone around her was peeping at her, and even whispering to her about 

something. 


